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Neprilysin activity is increased in metabolic dysfunction-
associated steatotic liver disease and normalizes after
bariatric surgery or GLP-1 therapy

Sasha A.S. Kjeldsen,1,2,3 Lise L. Gluud,4,10 Mikkel P. Werge,4 Julie S. Pedersen,4 Flemming Bendtsen,4,10

Kleopatra Alexiadou,5 Tricia Tan,5 Signe S. Torekov,3 Eva W. Iepsen,3 Nicole J. Jensen,6,8 Michael M. Richter,1

Jens P. Goetze,3,7 Jørgen Rungby,6,8 Bolette Hartmann,3 Jens J. Holst,3,9 Birgitte Holst,3 Joachim Holt,3

Finn Gustafsson,10,11 Sten Madsbad,10,12 Maria S. Svane,4,12 Kirstine N. Bojsen-Møller,10,12

and Nicolai J. Wewer Albrechtsen1,2,13,*

SUMMARY

Inhibitors of neprilysin improve glycemia in patients with heart failure and type 2 diabetes (T2D). The ef-
fect of weight loss by diet, surgery, or pharmacotherapy on neprilysin activity (NEPa) is unknown. We
investigated circulating NEPa and neprilysin protein concentrations in obesity, T2D, metabolic dysfunc-
tion-associated steatotic liver disease (MASLD), and following bariatric surgery, or GLP-1-receptor-
agonist therapy. NEPa, but not neprilysin protein, was enhanced in obesity, T2D, and MASLD. Notably,
MASLD associated with NEPa independently of BMI and HbA1c. NEPa decreased after bariatric surgery
with a concurrent increase in OGTT-stimulated GLP-1. Diet-induced weight loss did not affect NEPa, but
individuals randomized to 52-week weight maintenance with liraglutide (1.2 mg/day) decreased NEPa,
consistent with another study following 6-week liraglutide (3 mg/day). A 90-min GLP-1 infusion did not
alter NEPa. Thus, MASLD may drive exaggerated NEPa, and lowered NEPa following bariatric surgery
or liraglutide therapy may contribute to the reported improved cardiometabolic effects.

INTRODUCTION

Neprilysin or neutral endopeptidase (NEP) is a protease that exists in a soluble form (in circulation) and as an integral membrane protein in

several tissues.1,2 The abundance of tissue or systemic NEP may be measured by evaluating protein concentrations or through a more func-

tional approach by investigatingNEP activity (NEPa). NEP cleaves and degrades several peptide hormones including glucagon-like peptide 1

(GLP-1), an incretin hormone important for appetite control and glucose regulation.3,4 The NEP-inhibitor sacubitril, administered in combi-

nation with an angiotensin 2 type 1 receptor inhibitor (valsartan), is approved and used for treating patients with systolic heart failure.5,6 Inter-

estingly, patients with heart failure and the common comorbidity type 2 diabetes (T2D) significantly improved their glycemic control with

sacubitril/valsartan as compared to another heart failuremedication enalapril.7 Furthermore, the decrease in HbA1cwas greater in individuals

randomized to sacubitril/valsartan compared to valsartan alone,8 indicating that the improvements in glycemia may be driven by the inhibi-

tion of NEPa. In a single study, obesity has been found to correlate withNEPa.9 Furthermore, NEP protein levels have been reported to reduce

following dietary10 or surgical (bariatric surgery)11 weight loss. However, NEPa and NEP protein levels have to our knowledge not been inves-

tigated in patients with diabetes or biopsy-verifiedmetabolic dysfunction-associated steatotic liver disease (MASLD) before and after dietary,

pharmacological or surgical weight loss interventions. Bariatric surgery is currently the most effective treatment for obesity and leads to a

long-lasting, sustained weight loss12,13 and remission of MASLD and T2D.14,15 Moreover, bariatric surgery enhances the postprandial
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GLP-1 response with important impacts on postoperative glucose regulation.16–18 Acute NEP-inhibition with sacubitril/valsartan increases

postprandial plasma concentrations of total GLP-1 (metabolite 9-36NH2) in individuals with4 or without diabetes,3 and the activity of NEP

may therefore play an unappreciated role in metabolic disease, and following bariatric surgery. The effect of bariatric surgery on circulating

NEPa remains unknown.

Wehypothesized thatNEPa is increased inpatientswithmetabolic diseases (MASLD inparticular), and thatbariatric surgery reducesplasma

NEPa. In the present study, we investigated circulatingNEPa andNEPprotein concentrations in separate cohorts of individualswithmetabolic

diseases (obesity, T2D, and/orMASLD), before and after bariatric surgery or following short- or long-termGLP-1 receptor agonism to evaluate

possible predictors of NEPa and/or NEP protein levels, and how surgical, pharmacological, or dietary interventions may modulate NEPa.

RESULTS

Study overview

Samples from nine independent studies (studies a-i summarized in Table 1) were included in the present study (baseline characteristics in

Table S1). We report on baseline values from all nine studies (in a cross-sectional manner) for the purpose of evaluating circulating NEPa

and NEP protein concentrations in different patient groups of metabolic disease. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of bariatric surgery,

long-term liraglutide therapy, and short-termGLP-1 administration onNEPa andNEPprotein concentrations.Wedid not perform sample size

calculations prior to investigation as the present study includes post-hoc analyses on an exploratory outcome.

Neprilysin activity is increased in patients with overweight, obesity, and/or type 2 diabetes, and hepatic steatosis may

partially drive the increase in neprilysin activity

Circulating NEPa was significantly increased in overweight and obesity compared to lean individuals (Figure 1A). In individuals with type 2

diabetes, NEPa was increased by 42% compared to controls with overweight or obesity with normal glucose tolerance (1621 [753:2975] vs.

1168 [663:1981] pmol/mL/min, p = 0.04, Figure 1B).We investigatedNEPa andNEPprotein concentrations in patients withMASLD, as obesity

constitutes the main risk factor for the progression of MASLD and found NEPa to be increased by 213% in individuals with overweight or

obesity with MASLD compared to controls with or without obesity without MASLD (1582 [984:3689] vs. 677 [376:1162], p < 0.0001, Figure 1C).

When only evaluating individuals with overweight or obesity with (n = 98) compared to without (n = 48) MASLD, NEPa remained significantly

increased in individuals with MASLD (p = 0.0007). NEPa and hepatic steatosis (assessed by FibroScan using the controlled attenuated param-

eter (CAP) value) were positively associated in study a (p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.24) (Figure S1A). Similarly, in study b, a positive correlation (p = 0.02,

R2 = 0.11) was foundwhen evaluatingNEPa and hepatic steatosis (whole liver quantification) evaluated byMRI (Figure S1B). In study c, patients

reduced their plasma levels of triglycerides (meanG SD; 1.4G 0.7 vs. 1G 0.6, p = 0.002) in addition to a reduction in NEPa following bariatric

surgery. Overweight, obesity, type 2 diabetes, and MASLD did not affect plasma or serum concentrations of NEP protein. MASLD and age

were significant predictors of NEPa outcome (p < 0.01) independently of BMI, HbA1c and sex, and explained 15% of the variation in NEPa

(model 1 in Table 2; added variable plots in Figure S1C).

Neprilysin activity reduces following bariatric surgery, but not after diet-induced body weight loss

To investigate the effect of bariatric surgery on plasma or serum NEPa and concentrations of NEP protein, we analyzed samples obtained

from individuals before (mean G SD; age: 43 G 11 years, BMI: 42 G 6 kg/m2, HbA1c: 45 G 12 mmol/mol, type 2 diabetes yes/no: 39/46)

and R6 months after bariatric surgery from studies c-f (Table 1). NEPa declined by 57% (1385 [727:2068] vs. 523 [348:1008] pmol/mL/min,

p < 0.0001) in individuals with NGT (n = 46) and by 63% (1504 [604:2512] vs. 387 [239:882] pmol/mL/min, p = 0.0001) in individuals with

T2D (n = 39)R 6months after bariatric surgery, while plasmaor serum concentrations of NEP protein increased or were unchanged in patients

with NGT (p = 0.04) and T2D (Figures 2A and 2B). As expected, body weight (Figure S2A) and plasma concentrations of glucose (Figure S2B)

reduced following bariatric surgery (R6 months). Sex, age, delta body weight, and delta HbA1c levels did not associate with delta NEPa

following bariatric surgery (model 2, F statistic: p = 0.35, adjusted R2 = 0.008) (added variable plots in Figure S3).

To investigate the effect of SG vs. RYGB on NEPa, we compared NEPa before and after SG in study c (n = 18) with NEPa before and after

RYGB in studies c-f (n = 65). Both SG and RYGB decreased NEPa, and the effect on NEPa did not depend on surgery type (evaluated by two-

way ANOVA, Figure S4A). BaselineNEPa valueswere numerically higher in the RYGBgroup (albeit not significantly, p = 0.2). In study e, plasma

samples were collected before (meanG SD, 6G 5 days before) RYGB, and 1 week, 3 months and 1 year after RYGB from ten individuals with

NGT and ten individuals with T2D. NEPa was unaltered 1 week after RYGB, but decreased by 49% 3 months after RYGB (with a mean weight

loss of 16%) and by 73% 1 year after RYGB (with a mean weight loss of 25%) (Figure S4B, p < 0.05 by two-way ANOVA). Furthermore, NEPa

decreased by 55% 4 weeks after RYGB (study f in Table 1, 788G 508 vs. 1739G 1227 pmol/mL/min). As this may suggest that the weight loss

component is important for reducing NEPa with bariatric surgery, we evaluated the effect of a diet-induced weight loss on NEPa (study g in

Table 1). NEPa and plasma concentrations of NEP protein were unaltered (Figures 3A and 3B) in individuals subjected to a low-calorie diet for

8 weeks amounting to a considerable weight loss of 13% (mean G SD; n = 50, BMI: 34.7 G 2.9 vs. 30.3 G 2.8 kg/m2, p < 0.0001, Figure 3C).

We found increases in postprandial peak levels of total GLP-1 (meanG SD for baseline, 3 months and 1 year; 15G 4 vs. 105G 38 vs. 75G

27) with concurrent reductions in NEPa in patients following bariatric surgery in study e.
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Neprilysin activity reduces after long-term liraglutide therapy, but not after a short-term glucagon-like peptide-1 infusion

To investigate the effect ofGLP-1 onNEPa and concentrations ofNEPprotein, we included individualswith overweight or obesity subjected to

6 or 52week of liraglutide therapy (studies g and h in Table 1) or acute administration of nativeGLP-1 (7–36 amide; study i in Table 1). In study g,

a 52-week weight maintenance period with liraglutide therapy of 1.2 mg/day (after an initial 8-week calorie restriction period amounting to a

13%weight loss) reducedNEPa by 44% (p = 0.04, Figure 4A) without altering plasma concentrations of NEP protein (Figure 4B). NEPa (p = 0.4)

Table 1. Study overview

Identifier: clinical trials identifier

(PMID) Study design; resource; and time points Study details

a) MASLD study: NCT04340817

(unpublished)

Prospective study; heparinized plasma;

baseline (fasted state)

Male or female individuals with MASLD (n = 23),

or MASLD and T2D (n = 13), and non-MASLD

controls (n = 30) evaluated by non-invasive

specialized ultrasound (FibroScan)

b) MASLD study: NCT04907721

(unpublished)

Cross sectional study; heparinized plasma;

baseline (fasted state)

Male or female individuals with (n = 23) or

without (n = 26) MASLD evaluated by

magnetic resonance imaging (whole-liver

quantification)

c) MASLD and bariatric surgery

study (33163832)

Prospective study; heparinized plasma;

baseline (surgery day) and 12 months

post-op

Male or female individuals with or without

MASLD (n = 33; of which 10 had T2D) before

and after bariatric surgery (RYGB or SG).

Baseline MASLD (n = 37; of which 9 have T2D),

and baseline controls (n = 11 admitted for a

cholecystectomy). MASLD was evaluated from

liver biopsies by liver pathologists

d) RYGB study: NCT01945840

(32209584)

Prospective study, heparinized plasma,

baseline (6–375 days pre-op), 6 months

(post-op) and 12 months (post-op)

Male or female individuals with IGT (n = 4) or T2D

(n = 16) before and after RYGB

e) RYGB study: NCT01202526

(24241533)

Prospective study; heparinized plasma;

baseline (3–9 days pre-op), 1 week (post-op),

3 months (post-op) and 1 year (post-op)

Male or female individuals with NGT (n = 10), or

T2D (n = 10) before and after RYGB

f) RYBG study: NCT01700686

(27322465)

Prospective study; serum, baseline

(3–55 days pre-op), 4 weeks (post-op)

and 6 months (post-op)

Male or female individuals with obesity (n = 18)

before and after RYGB

g) Liraglutide study: NCT02094183

(33951361)

Interventional study; serum; screening

(before weight loss), baseline (8 weeks

after 13% diet-induced weight loss),

and 52 weeks (after liraglutide- or

diet-induced weight maintenance period)

Male and female individuals with overweight or

obesity before and after an initial 8-week

diet-induced weight loss period (800 kcal/day

amounting to 13% weight loss) followed by a

52-week weight maintenance period with diet

(Cambridge Weight Plan products, n = 15)

or liraglutide (1.2 mg/day, supplemented

with Cambridge Weight plan products, if

necessary, n = 20)

h) Liraglutide study: NCT03520062

(32495988)

Interventional study; heparinized plasma; baseline

(fasting samples), 4 weeks (after the initiation and

titration of maximal liraglutide dose of 3 mg/day),

6 weeks (after steady state treatment of 3 mg

liraglutide/day) and 9 weeks (follow-up 3 weeks

after the discontinuation of liraglutide)

Male individuals with obesity (n = 14) treated

with liraglutide (3 mg/day) for 6 weeks

i) GLP-1e study: NCT04186026

(unpublished)

A subgroup from a cross-over study; serum;

baseline (fasting samples), 45 min (with continuous

saline or GLP-1 infusion) and 90 min (with

continuous saline or GLP-1 infusion)

Male individuals with overweight or obesity

(n = 19) treated with GLP-1 (7–36 amide,

1 pmol/kg/min) or saline (control) for 90 min

(cross-over)

Overview of studies included in the article.

MASLD, Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; T2D, type 2 diabetes; NGT, normal glucose tolerance; IGT, impaired glucose tolerance; op, operation; RYGB, Roux-en-

Y gastric bypass; SG, sleeve gastrectomy; CAP, controlled attenuation parameter.
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andNEPproteinwere unchangedduring the 52-weekweightmaintenancewith diet only (Figures 4C and 4D). Both groups equallymaintained

their weight loss. Next, we evaluated the effect of liraglutide (at a higher dose of 3 mg/day) in individuals with overweight or obesity (meanG

SD; age 38G 11 years, body mass index 32G 4 kg/m2) for 6 weeks (study h in Table 1). Liraglutide (3 mg/day) significantly reduced NEPa by

33% from baseline to 4 weeks (p = 0.03) and continued to be 28% reduced at 6 weeks (p = 0.04). At follow-up (3 weeks after liraglutide therapy

was discontinued), NEPa had returned to baseline (Figure 4A). Body weight was reduced by 3% after 4- and 6-week liraglutide therapy

(p < 0.0001 and p = 0.002) and returned to baseline at follow-up (p = 0.4, one-way ANOVA) (mean G SD for baseline vs. follow-up; 103 G

13 vs. 101 G 16). NEP protein levels were unaltered with the high dose liraglutide therapy of 3 mg/day (Figure 4B). Finally, to investigate

the acuteeffectsofGLP-1onNEPa,we includedsamples froma subgroupofparticipants fromacurrently unpublished study (study i in Table1).

Male individuals with overweight or obesity (n = 19) completed two experimental days consisting of a 90-min infusion of saline or GLP-1 (7–36

amide, 1 pmol/kg/min) completed in randomized order. NEPa did not change following the infusion of saline or GLP-1 (Figures 4G and 4H).

DISCUSSION

Here, we show that circulating NEPa, but not NEP protein levels, are increased in patients with overweight, obesity, diabetes and MASLD, and

provide evidence that hepatic steatosis may drive the augmented NEPa in obesity and type 2 diabetes. Unaltered plasma or serum concentra-

tions of NEP protein suggests that the alterations in NEPa are qualitative rather than quantitative in terms of NEP protein and may be due to

altered post-translational modifications. Fat accumulation in the liver appeared to be a driver of increased circulating NEPa, as shown here,

and sinceNEP is highly expressed in liver tissue, improvements in liver healthmay reduceNEPa in the circulation. However, our linear regression

model only explained 15%of the variance inNEPa, whereas other factors such as dyslipidemia,19 estrogen,20,21 substrate inhibition (B-type natri-

uretic peptide22), whole-body insulin resistance, heart failure or chronic kidney disease may influence soluble NEPa as shown by others.9,23–28

Figure 1. Circulating NEPa, but not NEP protein, are increased in overweight, obesity, type 2 diabetes and MASLD

(A–F) NEPa in (A) lean (n = 48), overweight (n = 41) or obesity (n = 232), in (B) individuals with normal glucose tolerance (NGT, n = 226) or type 2 diabetes (T2D,

n = 58), and in (C) individuals with (n = 98) or without (n = 89) MASLD. NEP protein concentrations in (D) lean (n = 43), overweight (n = 31), and obesity (n = 158), in

(E) individuals with NGT (n = 200) or T2D (n = 41), and in (F) individuals with (n = 63) or without (n = 56) MASLD. Data are presented as mean G SEM as Tukey

boxplots and compared using (A and D) one-way ANOVA or (B, C, E, and F) unpaired t-tests in GraphPad Prism 9.4.1. ns means non-significant, * indicates p%

0.05, ** indicates p < 0.01 and **** indicates p < 0.0001.
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The effect of bariatric surgery on systemic neprilysin

We included four independent cohorts of participants who underwent bariatric surgery. Importantly, samples for most baseline measure-

ments in these studies were collected on or very close to the day of surgery, yet 15 (of the 87) patients had a baseline value taken >21

days prior to surgery. A �60% reduction in NEPa with bariatric surgery is substantial and may support a surgery-related effect rather than

an effect of the initial weight loss. The reduction in NEPa with bariatric surgery is comparable to that obtained by the pharmacological inhi-

bition of NEPa by sacubitril/valsartan, which induces a 92% reduction in plasma NEPa in individuals with type 2 diabetes.29 Bariatric surgery

also induced a 25% weight loss in patients examinedR6 months post-surgery, but the reduction in NEPa with bariatric surgery appeared to

be independent of changes in bodyweight andHbA1c levels. Thus, factors other than changes in bodyweight andHbA1cmodulateNEPa. To

further investigate the effect of weight loss on NEPa, we examined individuals subjected to an 8-week very-low-calorie diet (amounting to a

weight loss of 13%), which did not reduce (or normalize) NEPa underlining that the attenuating effects of bariatric surgery on NEPa is not a

weight loss phenomenon per se. However, we cannot exclude that the 13% weight loss induced by diet may be insufficient to alter NEPa

compared with the 25% weight loss induced by bariatric surgery. To further support that obesity per se is not the main driver of increased

NEPa we show that MASLD, but not BMI or HbA1c, was significantly associated with NEPa. Obesity is themain risk factor for fatty liver disease

and increased NEPa in obesity as shown here and by others9 is therefore not surprising.

Sleeve gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass are considered metabolic surgeries as they initially affect metabolism independently of

weight loss. Glucose homeostasis is significantly improved after surgery, and medication(s) for treating T2D can be discontinued in most

patients. The degree to which GLP-1 is responsible for the metabolic success following bariatric surgery is continually debated.30 However,

as evidenced in the literature, metabolic improvements are at least initially (especially after RYGB) largely induced by GLP-1.18,31 We hypoth-

esized that the reduction inNEPa contributes to augmented postprandial GLP-1 concentrations following bariatric surgery. Indeed,NEPawas

reduced following bariatric surgery together with a concomitant increase in postprandial GLP-1 concentrations. These data suggest that

NEPa, in addition to body weight loss, contribute to the exaggerated postprandial GLP-1 response following bariatric surgery,30 which

also aligns with postprandial increases of GLP-1 in individuals with4 or without3 type 2 diabetes following the pharmacological inhibition

of NEP. However, other mechanisms than altered NEPa, such as changes in gastrointestinal tract anatomy causing rapid nutrient delivery,

must be of greater importance for the exaggerated GLP-1 secretion following bariatric surgery. Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4), another

important regulator of GLP-1, also reduces following bariatric surgery,32 and co-inhibition of DPP-4 and NEP have synergistic effects on aug-

menting GLP-1 levels, which may suggest that both proteases impact on GLP-1 levels after bariatric surgery.

Neprilysin in metabolic disease

As shown here, and by others, NEPa is increased in obesity and type 2 diabetes. Altered levels of glucagon-like-peptides are evident in indi-

vidualswithobesity and type2diabetes,33,34 and, consideringNEP’speptide-degradingproperties,35–37NEPamay therefore contribute to the

altered plasma concentrations of GLP-1 in individuals with obesity and type 2 diabetes. Indeed, long-term sacubitril/valsartan therapy aug-

ments GLP-1 in individuals with chronic heart failure.38 The clinical employment of NEP-inhibitors (sacubitril) may therefore add additional

pathophysiological relevance regarding glucose control. Future studies evaluating the importance of NEP on the impaired GLP-1 response

observed in individuals with obesity and/or type 2 diabetes, but also the long-term effects of NEP inhibition on postprandial GLP-1 levels,

are warranted, and we propose that augmented NEPa in metabolic diseasemay partially explain the observed changes in plasma concentra-

tions of GLP-1.

Table 2. Multiple linear regression analysis

Coefficient

(beta) Standard Error T value Significance

[95% Conf.

Interval, 2.5%]

[95% Conf.

Interval, 97.5%]

Constant

NEPa �411.82 1290.63 �0.319 0.75 �2961.85 2138.21

Independent

variables

Sex �214.16 395.84 �0.541 0.59 �996.26 567.94

Age 42.44 16.35 2.595 0.01 10.13 74.75

BMI 21.55 24.66 0.874 0.38 �27.16 0.27

HbA1c �24.77 32.45 �0.763 0.45 �88.88 39.34

MASLD 1325.16 477.72 2.774 0.006 381.28 2269.04

R2 0.18

Adjusted R2 0.15

N 157

Statistics performed in R (lm function in base package) with age, BMI, HbA1c as continuous data, and MASLD and sex as categorical data (model 1). This analysis

included measurements from studies a-c (Table 1).
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Liraglutide as a regulator of neprilysin activity

We show that long-term (R6 weeks) liraglutide may regulate systemic NEPa. Liraglutide is similar (98% homologues in molecular struc-

ture) to native GLP-1 (amide 7–36), and both peptides are substrates for NEP cleavage.39 However, liraglutide is cleaved at a slower rate

by NEP39 (and DPP-4) thereby extending its half-life. Substrate inhibition by liraglutide may modulate NEPa as shown with other NEP

Figure 3. Circulating NEPa does not reduce following a diet-induced reduction in body weight

(A–C) (A) NEPa (n = 50), (B) NEP protein (n = 45) and (C) body mass index from study g (Table 1). Data are presented as meanG SEM and compared in GraphPad

Prism 9.4.1 using paired t-tests. **** indicates p % 0.0001.

Figure 2. Circulating NEPa decreases following bariatric surgery in individuals with normal glucose tolerance (NGT) or type 2 diabetes (T2D), whereas

NEP protein concentrations are unaltered (NGT) or even increased (T2D) following bariatric surgery

(A and B) (A) NEPa (n = 46 NGT, n = 39 T2D) and (B) NEP protein (n = 26 NGT, n = 27 T2D) before (baseline) andR6 months after bariatric surgery. Studies c-f are

used (Table 1). Data are presented as mean G SEM as spaghetti plots and compared in GraphPad Prism 9.4.1 using paired t-tests. * indicates p % 0.05, **

indicates p % 0.01, and **** indicates p % 0.0001.
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substrates,22 but studies investigating the regulation of NEPa are warranted. Interestingly, acute administration of GLP-1 did not signif-

icantly alter NEPa, which may suggest the following: Firstly, the inhibiting effect of GLP-1 on NEPa may not happen acutely. Secondly,

GLP-1 (7–36 amide) was infused at 1 pmol/kg/min (resulting in the plasma concentration of GLP-1 close to the physiological range of

endogenous GLP-1), while liraglutide was administered in doses of 1.2–3 mg/day, resulting in supraphysiological plasma concentrations

of 20–30 nmol/L and the attenuating effect of liraglutide/GLP-1 on NEPa may be dose-dependent. Thirdly, liraglutide has other prop-

erties (e.g., albumin-binding/or substrate inhibition) compared to native GLP-1 that may affect NEPa by for example augmented sub-

strate-induced inhibition of NEPa.

To conclude, we demonstrate that NEPa is increased inmetabolic disease and that MASLDpartially drives the increase in circulatingNEPa

in obesity and type 2 diabetes. However, whether altered NEPa contributes to the cardiometabolic profile in patients with MASLD and type 2

diabetes may not be concluded from the presented data. Given that reduced NEPa by NEP inhibition associates with improvements in car-

diometabolic control it may be speculated that a reduction in NEPa with gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy may add to the metabolic

improvements following bariatric surgery, possibly through a reduction in NEP-induced cleavage of proglucagon-derived hormones such

as GLP-1. Conversely, increased NEPa in obesity and type 2 diabetes may partially explain the impaired GLP-1 response observed in these

conditions. Chronic augmentation of GLP-1 in plasma may attenuate NEPa (perhaps through substrate inhibition) as shown in our studies of

liraglutide therapy. The reduction in NEPa (with bariatric surgery or liraglutide) does not appear to be a weight loss phenomenon. Finally,

systemic NEP protein concentrations do not dictate NEPa, and modulation of NEPa may therefore happen post-translationally. Therefore,

NEPa may play a role for the cardiometabolic risk in patients with metabolic diseases and potentially contribute to the improved cardiovas-

cular profile in patients following bariatric surgery or GLP-1 based therapies.

Figure 4. Therapy with the GLP-1 analogue, liraglutide, reduces NEPa in obesity

(A and B) (A) NEPa and (B) NEP protein concentrations in individuals with obesity (n = 20) following a 52-week liraglutide-induced (1.2 mg/day) weight

maintenance period.

(C and D) (C) NEPa and (D) NEP protein concentrations in individuals with obesity (n = 15) following a 52-week diet-induced weight maintenance period.

(E and F) (E) NEPa and (F) NEP protein in male individuals with overweight or obesity (n = 14) treated with liraglutide (3 mg/day) for 6 weeks.

(G) NEPa and delta NEPa (baseline subtracted) in male individuals with overweight or obesity (n = 19) after a 90-min saline or GLP-1 (7–36 amide, 1 pmol/kg/min)

infusion completed in randomized order. Data are presented as mean G SEM and compared in GraphPad Prism 9.4.1 using paired t-test (A–D) and one-way

repeated measures ANOVA (E and F). * indicates p < 0.05.
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Limitations of the study

A caveat apparent with studies of NEP is large biological variation. We show that especially plasma or serum concentrations of NEP protein

vary greatly, consistent with findings from a previous study.19 In fact, following bariatric surgery, NEPa reduced while NEP protein levels

increased in individuals with NGT indicating a compensatory increase in NEP protein. Other studies find that NEP protein levels reduce

following bariatric surgery11,40 at least in patients with remission of hypertension 15 months post-surgery.40 Therefore, caution should be

advised regarding NEP protein as a surrogate marker for NEPa. However, differences in specificity between ELISAs may also play a role.

Large biological variation was also apparent for our measurements of NEPa, exceeding the analytical variation of NEPa which was 8% for

intra-assay variation and 13% for inter-assay variation. Importantly, (and similarly to DPP-441), NEP is a transmembrane protein, and sys-

temic NEPa may not correlate with tissue levels. We do not know the degree to which NEPa is affected in tissues with high expression

levels of NEP (liver, kidney, or gastrointestinal tract) in individuals with metabolic disease, and the reported NEPa and NEP protein con-

centrations in serum or plasma may therefore not depict the entire story. However, concurrent with the literature,9 we find NEPa (but not

NEP protein) to be a biomarker of metabolic disease. Many factors have previously been associated with NEP including dyslipidemia,

estrogen, B-type natriuretic peptide, insulin resistance, heart failure and chronic kidney disease, which have not been investigated in

the present study and may therefore confound results. We aimed at evaluating the connection between NEPa and postprandial GLP-1

levels in the context of bariatric surgery, but we only had OGTT-stimulated plasma levels of GLP-1 from study e (n = 20). Finally, we cannot

exclude that the reduction in NEPa following liraglutide therapy is not due to a competitive inhibition of NEPa by liraglutide for substrate

cleavage in the activity assay. However, liraglutide-induced inhibition of NEPa in the assay must then mimic liraglutide’s substrate-inhibit-

ing properties of NEP in vivo.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Nicolai J Wewer

Albrechtsen (nicolai.albrechtsen@regionh.dk).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Study approvals

The studies conducted in Denmark (8 out of 9; study overview in Table 1) were approved by the regional scientific ethical committee (approval

numbers: H-17029039 (study a), H-20023717 (study b), H-16030784 and H-16030782 (study c), H-3-2010-041 (study e), H-2-2010-064 (study f),

H-4-2010-134 (study g), H-16050115 (study h), H-19013060 (study i)) and by the Danish data protection board. Ethical approval for study d was

obtained from theWest LondonNational Research Ethics Committee (13/L0/1510). All studies were conducted in accordance with the Decla-

ration of Helsinki.

Data processing

This paper reports on nine independent studies, someof which have previously been published,42–47 outlined in Table 1.We report on studies

a and b in a cross-sectional manner, studies c-f are prospective studies with bariatric surgery as an intervention, and studies g-i are haveGLP-1

receptor agonist therapy or native GLP-1 as an intervention. MASLD status was evaluated in studies a, b, and c. In study a, MASLD was eval-

uated by a specialized ultrasound (FibroScan), while whole liver quantification withmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology was used in

study b. In study c, MASLD was assessed by experienced liver pathologists from liver biopsy samples taken at baseline after which 33 of 70

individuals underwent either sleeve gastrectomy (SG, n = 18) or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB, n = 13).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological samples

Human plasma or serum was collected from 9 studies (8 of

which have a clinical trials registration numbers)

NCT04340817

NCT04907721

NCT01945840

NCT01202526

NCT01700686

NCT02094183

NCT03520062

NCT04186026

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Suc-Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC (NEPa assay) Bachem Cat # 71973-79-0

Aminopeptidase M (NEPa assay) Merck Cat # 9054-63-1

Phe-AMC (NEPa assay) Bachem Cat # 98516-72-4

Phosphoramidon (NEPa assay) Merck Cat #R7385

Critical commercial assays

Human Neprilysin DuoSet ELISA (NEP protein assay) R&D Systems Cat # DY1182

Software and algorithms

R version 4.2.2 R N/A

GraphPad Prism version 9.4.1 GraphPad software N/A
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In studies d-f, patients underwent RYGB, and in study g, participants underwent a diet-induced weight loss intervention for 8 weeks

(800 kcal per day, Cambridge Weight Plan, Corby, UK) resulting in a weight loss of 13% (n = 50) followed by either a 52-week diet (n = 15)

or liraglutide (n = 20, 1.2 mg/day)-weight maintenance period. In study h, participants were subjected to liraglutide therapy for 6 weeks

(3 mg/day) with additional blood samples obtained at week 4 (during liraglutide therapy) and 9 (3 weeks after liraglutide discontinuation),

and finally, in study i, saline or GLP-1 (7–36 amide, 1 pmol/kg/min) was infused for 90 min on two separate days in randomized order.

Many of the patients in studies c-e with type 2 diabetes weremedicated with glucose-lowering drugs such as metformin, which lowered over-

all glucose levels in these patients.

METHOD DETAILS

Biochemical analysis

Plasma samples were collected in heparinized tubes (addition of an anti-coagulant), or as serum (following blood clotting) and used for the

biochemical analyses.

NEP protein concentrations were measured using the Human Neprilysin DuoSet ELISA (R&D Systems Denmark) following the manufac-

turer’s instructions. NEP activity was measured using a newly in-house-developed two-step enzymatic assay modified from a previous

report.48 Here, plasma (decanted from heparinized blood collection tubes after centrifugation), or serum was incubated with the substrate

Suc-Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC (5 mM, Bachem cat. no. 4006306). The assay was designed as a two-stage enzymatic assay: in the first reaction

(60 min incubation at 37�C), the NEP available in heparinized plasma or serum cleaves the substrate (Suc-Ala-Ala-Phe-AMC) between Ala

and Phe, thereby generating Phe-AMC. Aminopeptidase M (Merck cat. no L5006) is added to initiate the second reaction (30 min incubation

at 37�C) a cleavage between Phe and AMC. The fluorophore AMC is measured with emission at 440 nm and excitation at 360 nm. Known

substrate amounts of Phe-AMC (Bachem cat. no. 4001559) were used to generate the calibrator curve. Intra- and inter-assay variations

were 8 and 13%, respectively. Sample availability differed from cohort to cohort, and it was therefore not possible to investigate exclusively

plasma or serum. In plasma samples blood clotting is prevented with the addition of anti-coagulants, whereas in serum samples blood is al-

lowed to coagulate prior to centrifugation. In the literature, reports onNEPa andNEPprotein concentrations have been evaluated in serumor

plasma samples.22,26,27,38To test whether NEPa can bemeasured using serum and heparin plasma we obtained serum and heparinized blood

from five healthy individuals using four technical replicates and by linear regression found R2 value of 0.88 supporting that NEPa using our in-

house assay can be obtained independent if serum or heparin plasma is used.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Significance was assessed by unpaired t-tests or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for between-group comparisons, and paired t-tests or

repeated one-way ANOVA for the interventional studies. Tukey post-hoc analysis was employed to correct for multiple comparisons. A

p value below or equal to 0.05 was considered significant. Linear regression analyses were performed to identify determinants of NEPa.

To evaluate the primary driver of NEPa in metabolic disease, we performed multiple linear regression on a subset of individuals (n = 157,

from studies a-c in Table 1) with no missing values for NEPa, MASLD (categorical data, yes/no), HbA1c (continuous data), BMI (continuous

data), age (continuous data), and sex (categorical data, male/female) (model 1 in Table 2). Categorical variables were recoded as binary vari-

ables. To investigate possible associations with the bariatric surgery-induced NEPa reduction, we performedmultiple linear regression using

sex, age, delta (post-pre surgery) body weight and delta HbA1c as independent variables (n = 61 from studies c-f) (model 2). Statistical cal-

culations (t-tests, one-way ANOVA, and two-way ANOVA) and graphs were created using GraphPad Prism (version 9.4.1 for Windows;

GraphPad Software). Simple and multiple linear regressions were performed using the built-in lm function (base package) in R (version R

4.2.2). Data are reported as median and interquartile range [IQR] if not otherwise stated.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

We include biological material from 9 separate studies with the clinicaltrials.gov registration numbers (or PMID id): NCT04340817,

NCT04907721, PMID: 33163832, NCT01945840, NCT01202526, NCT01700686, NCT02094183, NCT03520062, NCT04186026. These studies

are highlighted in Table 1.
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